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ABSTRACT
STRATEGIES OF EFL TEACHERS AND STUDENTS 
IN CORRECTING AND REVISING 
COMPOSITION ERROFiS
Since EFL teachers are traditionally interested 
more in the form than in the content of student 
compositions and spend more time correcting syntactic 
and mechanical errors than content ones, this study 
investigates how EFL teachers correct errors and how 
their students revise them. Four hypotheses were 
tested and observations were made concerning strategies 
of teacher correction and student revision.
In the first part, it was hypothesized that EFL 
teachers are interested more in the form than in the 
content of student compositions and that the students, 
following the teachers’ instructions, consequently will 
revise more form-based errors than content or 
organizational ones. The results of two independent 
t-tests indicate that teachers marked significantly 
more (p<.001) syntactic and mechanical errors than 
content and organizational errors while students 
revised significantly more (p<.001) syntactic and 
mechanical errors than content and organizational ones. 
Thus, these results have confirmed the validity of the 
hypothesis that EFL teachers focus more on the form 
than on the content of the student compositions and 
that students do the same in the revision process.
In the first part, it was also hypothesized that 
there would be no significant difference between the 
types and numbers of errors corrected by the teacher 
and those revised by the students. The results have 
confirmed this hypothesis. A Chi-Square test has shown 
(X^=0.34) no significant difference between teachers 
and students in their correcting and revision 
strategies, respectively.
In the second part, it was hypothesized that 
since teachers are more interested in syntactic and 
mechanical errors than in content and organizational 
ones, consequently they will be more satisfied with 
revisions of the former than with those of the latter. 
Although the teachers were more satisfied with the 
revisions of syntactic and mechanical errors than with 
content and organizational ones (80% to 72%), the Chi- 
Square Test shows no significant difference (X^=1.40) 
between the two categories of teacher satisfaction. 
Thus, this hypothesis was rejected.
With regard to the teachers* correction 
strategies, teachers were found correcting student 
composition errors by simply writing the correct 
version of errors (55%) or using correcting code 
letters (29.2%) rather than explaining errors or giving 
clues to the students (15.7%) to draw their attention 
to errors. While correcting the errors by "writing
correct version of errors" it was observed that some 
teachers made their own grammaticaL mistakes in 
correcting and confused the students. As a result, this 
study revealed Turkish EFL teachers’ lack of conceirn 
for content and organization of stiident compositions 
and their over-emphasis on syntax and mechanics. Many 
of the examples confirm these hypotheses in question. 
Finally, some suggestions were made for further 
research in order to solve these problems.
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CHAP'FER I 
[NTRODl/CTION
1 . I BACKGF^OUND OF THE STUDY
The Last two decades hcive witnessed a major 
change in the second language acquis It Lon theories. 
The shift from behaviorism to cognitivism has affected 
the attitude of both researchers and teachers towcxrd 
errors that learners make in the foreign Icinguage 
classroom (Walz, 1982). This hcis also Led to a chcinge 
in the approach to analyzing errors.
Behaviorists viewed errors as bad habits that had 
been formed. But during the late 1960s, in 
transformational-generative grammar, in first langiuige 
acquisition research and especially in cognitive 
psychology, there was a trend away from behaviorism 
toward making language teaching more hunicinistic and 
less mechanistic (Unal, 1989). Also second language 
acquisition (SLx^ ) was associated more with first 
language (LI) acquisition. Just as children make many 
errors during the learning period and their uttercinces 
do not break down the communication, so too adults can 
learn a new language by a trial and error approach 
(Walz, 1982). Therefore, errors are seen as indicators 
that learning is taking place and that the Language
Acquisition De\'ice (liAD) Is workin*:^ ·. KJasseii ([90 1.) 
states that errors are no longer " bad" but ''good’' 
(p. 10) because in the cognitive cipproach errors are 
seen as a natural part of learning and teaching (Edge, 
1939). So the notion has changed ^^from preventing 
errors to learning from errors". (Unal 1989, p. 91). 
But this new cognitive approach has opened the gate to 
a lot of questions about learner errors: Should errors 
be corrected, and if so, which one, when, how and by 
whom (Chaudron, 1989)?
'fhe same shift has been seen in composition 
theory and research. Here the emphasis has moved from 
the product to the process of writing (Connor, 1987). 
The traditional product approach stresses grammatical 
accuracy rather than communication between the writer 
and the reader (Meikle, 1982). Also this traditional 
product approach towards errors does not motivate the 
student to correct his errors in revising the 
composition because correction is done at ttie final 
stage of the written work (Raimes, 1983). Writing, in 
this sense, is a means of doing grammatical exercises 
(Leki, 1990). As the goal of the writing course is to 
develop error-free work, the teacher usually corrects 
grammatical errors rather than the content errors. In 
the process approach the teacher tends to deal 
primarily with the content and organizational errors in
the written work. Connor:· ( L987) 
the process approcich:
says this a b o u t
The process-centered paradigm, on the other 
hand, focuses on writing processes; teaches 
strategies for invention and discovery; 
considers audience, purpose, and context of 
writing; emphasizes recursiveness in the 
writing process, (p. 677)
1.2 STATEMENT OF TOPIC
Reports from the classroom show that teachers 
respond most frequently to syntactic and mechanical 
errors rather than content and organizational ones. In 
a writing study in a secondary school, Applebee (198L, 
cited in Robb, Ross, Sc Shortreed, 1986 ) found that 80% 
of EFL teachers ranked mechanical errors as the most 
Important criterion for responding to student writing. 
A recent study shows that language teachers focus 
primarily on mechanics (Zamel, 1985). They Judge and 
evaluate and give a grade to the paper by regarding the 
student composition as ¿i final product. Zamel (1985) 
explains the attitude of ESL teachers in correcting 
composition errors as follows:
What is particularly striking about 
these ESL teachers’ responses, however, is 
that the teachers overwhelmingly view 
themselves as language teachers rather than 
writing teachers; they attended primarily to 
surfcice-level features of writing and seemed 
to read and react to a text as a series of 
separate sentences or even clauses, rather 
than as a whole unit of discourse, (p. 86)
A problem appears at the revision stage of the
writing; that is, the students may not understand the
purpose of the teacher In marking' or correcting errors.
When the teacher focuses on gramincit i cal ¿iccuracy, tie
may misread the composition as ¿x whole and fail to
consider some important content-based errors, and this
therefore leads the student to confusion in the
revision process. Also, in some instances, they
misguide the students in revising their errors. Zamel
(1985) reports this fact as follows:
ESL writing teactiers misread student texts, 
are inconsistent in their reactions, make 
arbitrary corrections, write contradictory 
comments, provide vague prescriptions, impose 
abstract rules and standards, respond to text 
as fixed and final products, and rarely make 
content specific comments or offer specific 
strategies for revising the text. (p. 86)
1.3 HYPOTHESES
In this study four null hypotheses will be 
tested. In the first part, it xvas hypothesized that
EFL teachers ¿ire interested more in the form than in 
the content of student compositions and that the 
students, following · the teachers^ ins truetions, 
consequently will revise more form-based errors than 
content or organizational ones. It Wcis also
hypothesized that there would be no significant 
difference between the numbers of errors corrected by 
the teacher and those revised by the students in the 
four different categories.
In bhe secoad par't , i. t w s  liypo 111es i ze(.I 111tx t 
teachers are more interested in syntactic and
mechanical errors than in content and organizational 
ones, consequently they wilt be more satisfied with 
revisions of the former than with those of the Latter. 
Finally, in the third part of the study It Wcis 
hypothesized that EFL teachers correct student errors 
by ”s imply writing the correct version'^ and using 
"correcting code Letters" rather than "explaining the 
error" to draw the student’s attention to his error.
I,4 DEFINCTIONS
The following terms ¿ind abbreviations are defined 
below, as they are used frequently throughout the 
study.
EFL: English as a foreign Icxnguage.
Product approach: Connor (1987) explains this
traditional way of writing as follows:
According to Hairston (1982), the product- 
centered, traditional paradigm stressed 
expository writing, made style the most 
important element in writing, and maintained 
that the writing process is linear, 
determined by writers before they start to 
write. (p . 677)
According to Meikle (1982), the product approach is as 
follows:
W r' L t L n 1 s a s t e p - b y - s t: e p 3 e i' L o s o t‘
skilLs and conce^pts set up in a hierarchy to 
be nicistered by ttie student one-by-one, 'Idle 
establishment of a good, strong knowledge 
base in grammar, syntax, usage and spelling 
i s V' i t a 1 w i t h .1 n this conception. ( p . '] )
I’he Process approach: Pica (1986) defines 
w^riting cipproach as foilow^s:
this new^
A process-oriented approach to the 
development of written expression is based on 
principles of writing instruction to native 
speakers. With its de-emphasis on the final 
written product, and its concern for 
students’ need to become aware of their 
purposes, their audience and their need to 
communicate meaning, a process approcich has 
much to offer students who are learning to 
write in another language, (p. 7)
So in this process approach, the 
students do not write on a given topic in a 
restricted time and hand in the composition 
for the teacher to ’^ correct"- which usually 
means to find the errors. Rather, they 
explore a topic through writing, showing the 
teacher and each other their drafts, and 
using what they write to read over, think 
about, and move them on to new ideas.
(Fialines , 198 3 p , 10)
Content errors: Content errors refer. In this study, to 
the errors in "the relevance, clarity, originell i ty, and 
logic" of the composition. (Raimes, 1983 p. 6)
Organizational errors: These errors concern the 
"paragraphs, topic and support, cohesion and unity" of 
the composition. (Raimes, 1983 p. 6)
Syntactic errors: According to Dulay, Burt and 
Krashen’s (1982) classification syntactic errors refer
I: O :
i. Noun phrase
a . De termi ne rs
- Omission of L h e a r t i c .1 o
S U b s t L tu i b i O n of ( J e f L n i t e a r b .1 c; i e for' 
possessive pronoun.
- Use of wrong possessive
b . Nominalizab ion
- Simple verb used ins bead of -L ng
- Preposition b^ omibbed
c . Numbe r
- Substibubion of singulars for plurals
- Substitution of plurals for sii'igulars
d. Incorrect use of pronouns
e. Incorrect use of prepositions
2. Verb phrase
a. Omission of verb
b. Incorrect use of progressive tense
c. Lack of agreement of subject and verb
3. Incorrect verb construction
4. Incorrect word order (pp. 148-149)
Mechanical errors: These errors refer to
’'handwriting, spelling and punctuation”. (Raimes, 1983
p. 6 )
I, Г) тик pukposp: of тпр] s t u d y
Since the positive responses by KVi. teachers to 
student compositions are essential in improving* 
students’ writing skills, the aim of this study is to 
find out how EFL teachers respond to student 
compositions and how the students correct their errors 
in the revision process. The Turkish EFL teachers’ 
error correction strategies and the s t. u d e n t s ’ r e v 1 s i о 
strategies will be analyzed and described. It will 
also be investigated which type of errors tecichers 
primarily focus on and how students follow their 
teachers’ instructions in revising their errors.
Finally, the study investigates the teachers’ 
error correction strategies in terms of three 
categories: writing the correct version of the error,
using correcting code letters and explaining the 
errors. It is hoped that the results of this study 
will provide a profile of how Turkish EFL teachers 
correct composition errors and how students revise 
their errors and will revecil the strc\tegies of both.
1.6 LIMITATIONS
This study is limited to Turkish EFL teachers’ 
strategies in correcting university student composition 
errors and students’ revision strategies in their own 
errors in writing compositions and some of these 
strategies may be culture-specific. The study was
conducted at BUvSEL, B Liken t University School. ot 
EngvLish Language. Bilkent University is Uie on 1 y 
private university in Turkey. Only Turkisli ELL 
teachers and students at that university will be used 
as subjects to control nationality as a variable. In 
¿iddition, only written errors will be considered and 
they v>^ Lil be piaced into tour groups for analysis: 
syntactic, inechanic6il , content and organizational 
errors.
1.7 ORGANTZATION OF THE THESIS
The first chapter of the study introduces the 
topic and provides an outline of the resecirch being 
done. The second chapter presents a review of the 
related literature on learners* composition errors and 
teachers’ strategies in correcting these errors. In 
chapter three the data collection procedure, the 
setting, subjects, and tasks are introduced. The 
fourth chapter presents both a qu£in t i ta t i ve and 
descriptive analysis of the data. The last chapter is 
a summary of the study with implications for 
instruction, conclusions and recommendations. In the 
bibliography section, works cited are listed and in 
the appendices the sample compositions and 
questionnaires can be found.
CilAPTER rr 
LITRRATURP RRVIKW
2.1 OVERVIEW OF THE CHAE^TER
The aim of this study is to find out Eiow EFEj 
teachers correct or mark students’ composition errors 
and Eiow students subsequently revise them. Therefore, 
the related liter-ature on the type of errors students 
make in their compositions as well as teachers’ and 
students’ correction and revision strategies will be 
presented in this chapter. In the first section the 
theory of and attitudes toward errors are explained in 
terms of behavioral and cognitive theories of langucige 
learning. Also the treatment of errors is discussed 
with regard to the audio! ingual metEiod, the natural 
approach and communicative Language teaching.
En the second section, general information ¿ibout 
error analysis and contrastive ¿inalysis is given and 
the two approaches are compared. Tlie third section is 
about the identification of errors and the distinction 
between errors and mistakes.
In the fourth section errors made by students are 
classified and analyzed in the four major error
L L
r:.ate g o r' i e s : I i n g ii i s t i c c a t e g o r* , s u v f ci c e s t r'a I e g y 
taxonomy, comparixtive taxonomy and communicative effect 
taxonomy. In the fifth section, teachers’ strategies 
for correcting student writing and two appro¿ıches to 
teaching writing--the product approach and the 
process approcich--are examined. The Last section 
discusses severcii error correction techniques of EFL 
teachers in written work such as teacher correction, 
self correction, and peer correction.
2.2 THEORY AND ATTITUDES TOWARD ERRORS
In the years between 1950 and 1960 there were two 
principal schools of thought in the field of P]SL/EEij 
methodology in respect to learner errors (Richards, 
1974). The focus of the first school was on 
grammatical accurcicy, that is, learner errors were a 
sign of faiilure.
Contrary to the first view, the second school 
claims that ”we live in an imperfect world and 
consequently errors will always occur in spite of the 
teachers’ best efforts” (Richards, 1974 p. 20). The 
two distinct views are represented in the behaviorist 
and cognitive approaches to language learning. In the 
following sections these two language acquisition 
theories and langUcige learning approaches based on them 
are analyzed.
L2
2.2.1 Behavior isra and the Aud Lo 11 rii^ ua I MothocJ
Before the 19G0s , SLA theory was dorniruitod inaLnly
by the behavior 1st approach to language and learning. 
The best known proponent of this approach is B. L. 
Skinner ( L i 1.1 Lewood , L984). Skinner’s major book Ve r ba 1
Behavlor captures the principles of the behaviorist 
approcich: language is not a mental pl'ienomenon; it Ls
behavior and it is learnt by a process of habit- 
formation ( L i 111. e wood , 1984). I'o the behavLorlst, the
effective Icingiuige behavior is the production of 
’'correct responses" to stimuli. If a particular 
response is reinforced, it becomes habitual; otherwise, 
it weakens and eventually extinguishes (Richards Hi. 
Rodgers, 1986; Gage He Berliner, 1984).
Having adopted the principles of behaviorist 
psychology, researchers attempted to find a new method 
to meet the new growing needs In ESL/EFL. Their 
attempts led to the Audiolingual· Method. I’his new 
me^thod which is combination of structural linguistic 
theory, contrastive analysis, aural-oral procedures and 
behaviorist psychology, dominated language learning 
during the 1950s and 1960s (Unal, 1989; Richards & 
Rodgers, 1986).
As the theory of language is based on behavior, 
language learning is seen as a process of habit-
i
1. 3
formation anil Language Ijecomes habitual by repeating 
structures over and over (Larsen-Freeman, 1986)» Thus, 
errors are avoided in order not to build wrong language 
habits. Larsen-Freeman (1986) notes about this view:
It is important to prevent learners from 
making errors. Errors lead to the 
formation of bad habits. When errors do 
occur, they should be immediately corrected 
by the teacher, (p. 40)
Therefore one of the roles of the ESL/EFL tecicher in 
this method was to correct all errors immediately to 
prevent learners from forming bad habits in language 
learning.
2.2.2 Cognitive Theory and Approaches Toward Errors
The careful, often tedious, drills of the 
audiolingual method have now given way to the cognitive? 
approach. Under the influence of Noam Chomsky’s 
linguistic theories and cognitive psychology the 
behaviorist view of second language acquisition was 
strongly challenged from 1960s onwards (Littlewood 
1984). Chomsky ( 1966 ) rejects the behaviorist view ¿\nd 
says: It seems to me impossible to accept the view 
that linguistic behavior is a matter of habit, that is 
slowly acquired by reinforcement association and 
generalization, (p. 262)
In respect to Chomsky’s generative 
transformational grammar hypothesis, a native speaker 
of a language has an innate and internalized grammar
14
a n d u s e s t h I s 1 ¿i n g u a g e b y c r e a t; L n n e u·’ a n. d u a t r 1 e l1 
sentences (Chomsky, 1966). With Chomsky’s 
re VO iu t i onary attempts, ESL/EFL tccicliers have become 
more interested in cog’nitive factors in learning and 
teaching a language.
Since the late 1960s the fields of first and 
second lang'uage acquis L t ion, trans formational 
generative grammar and especially cognitive psychology 
have encouraged ESL teachers to deal more with 
humanistic factors ¿ind communication than with 
structure and the mechanism of the Language. So 
foreign language teachers have tried to respond to that 
attitudinal chcinge by examining the learning styles of 
the students and have stressed the use of foreign 
language for communication (Unal, 1989; Waiz, 1982).
Much of current thinking in second language is 
bcised on first language acquisition research. Children 
make many errors during their learning period, they 
learn language by trial and error strategy and they are 
corrected only if communication breaks down. 
Communication in the target language is stressed rather 
than producing grammatically correct sentences. And 
students are encouraged to be communicative with one 
another in the classroom. Chastain (1971) tends to 
reflect the new view by saying that '’more important 
than error-free speech is the creation of an atmosphere
I '
15
j. n \v l i i c I'l t h e s t: u d e. n t s w a n t t o t: a Ik", ( p . [ 2 0 )
In this new cog'nLtL\'0 appr.'o¿'1cl·ı errors are seen as 
a natural part of learning and as a ciue to what is
happening in the mind (Kl^assen, 1991). So the shift 
"from preventing errors to iearriing from errors or 
using errors in teaching" has been seen in ESij/EFL 
(Unal, 1989 p. 94). George (1972 ) reflects the chcinge 
by noting that at the beginning of the sixties the word 
"error" was associated with "correction", and at the 
end, with "learning". All the methods and
approaches which are based on cognitive language theory 
give less importance to error correction because of the 
view that errors are an integral part of learning. The 
Natural Approach, for example, is based on the use of 
language in communicative situations without recourse 
to the native language and without reference to 
grammatical analysis and drilling (Krc\shen & Terrell, 
1983 ) .
Tn the Natural Approach there is no emphasis 
on immediate and accurate production but students are 
prepared to comprehend tlie new language items first. 
The input should be comprehensible to learners first, 
and then students begin speaking when they they feel 
they are ready. Students’ cognitive factors and 
feelings are important in this approach. Richards and 
Rodgers ( 1986) indiccite this fact:
L O
T h a 1:1 u ■ i 11. A p p r' o vH c; h L e a c her' c; i ' <? ¿i t e s c i
classr'oorn atmosphere that is i n t e res I' i n , 
r r .i.endI y y a.r 1 (1 in wh 1 cli ther*e 1 s a 1 o\v 
affective filter for learnirr^ '^. This is 
ach ieved through Natural Approach techri iques 
as not demanding speech from the students 
before they are ready for it, not correcting 
student errors, and providing subject matter 
of high interest to students, (p. 138)
As in the Natural Approach, the communicative
language Learning approcxch focuses or\ communication
rather than on grammar and "thei goal of language
teaching is to develop communicative competence’’
(Richards Rodgers, 1.986 p. 69) . Errors in this
approach are ¿xgain regarded as a natural part of
learning and the view is accepted that language is
created by the individual often through trial and
error, Larsen-Freeman (1986 ) writes about error'
treatment in the communicative approach as follows:
Students should be given an opportunity 
to express their ideas and opinions. And 
their errors are tolerated ¿xnd seen as ¿x 
natural outcome of the development of 
communication skills. Students^ success is 
determined ¿is much by their fluency ¿is it is 
by their ciccuracy. (p. 129)
We can place Community Language Learning, the 
Total Physical Response method and the Natural 
Approach all in same category in terms of error 
correction, because in all of these methods errors are 
regarded as a naturcxl part of learning.
2-3 ANALYZING ERRORwS
In recent years there has been a growing interest
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i ri ri n a I y sis of error s L e a r ners m a k* f? w h .1.1 e 1 .a r' n i n % a 
second language. According to behav io r i s t:s errors are 
"bad habits" and should be corrected immediately. On 
Ihe contrary, the co.gn i t i v L s t s see errors as a natural 
part of the Learning and tolerate them unless they 
bre^ak down communication (N'orrish 1983). In tiie 
following sections two approaches, Contrastive Analysis 
(CA) and Error Analysis (EA), are discussed.
2.3.1 Contrastive An¿ilysis
A s indie a t e d i. n t li e secón d s e c t i o n of this 
chapter, during the 1930s and L960s the field of first 
Icinguage acquisition was dominated by behaviorist 
ideas. In the behaviorLst approach error treatment in 
language learning rested on comparison of the
learner’s native and target langiuige. Since the
second ianguagei learner already possesses a set of 
habits from his ricitive Lcinguage, some of these habits 
will help the new learning task while others will 
hinder It (Llttlewood, 1981).
According to the contrastive analysis approach, 
the linguistic system of the mother tongue of the 
learner (LI) resembles that of his target Isinguage (L2) 
and the learner therefore learns the similar features
in L2 by transferring them from LI into L2. If the
transfer helps the learning it is called positive 
transfer. But sometimes LI and L2 may differ in
L( \Ö
p h о no L о ,g у , s у ri L· a x a n c l I о x Leon. This d L i’ f e г о n c e i:) e t w e e n 
tlie two binder's lansiuag'e learning' and thus it is 
Cell led i n te^ r f eronce or negative transfer (James, 1980; 
Littlewood, 1981). In CA it is assumed that
interference c:> f the mother tongue Ls responsible for 
the errors made during the trans i t lonAii period of 
learning the target iangutige (Klassen, 1991).
Robinnet and Schächter (1983) claim that a careful
comparison of the native language of the learner with 
the target language will result in predictable problems 
for the lecirner. Thus, it is maintained that the 
contrastive analysis helps the learner. Finocchiaro
(1974) believes that students understand the reasons 
for their errors cind avoid committing them when they 
are awcire of the contrasts between LI and L2 .
Since error trecitinent through contrastive
¿\nalysis was limited and it could not account for the 
causes of all errors in language learning, researchers 
began to investigate other sources of errors and their 
attempts have given way to another approach - Error 
Analys is.
2,3.2 Error Analysis
A great deal of empirical research has been done 
on errors of foreign language learners in search of 
their cause. Research has indicated that many errors
made by learners would not have been predicted by
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c; o a 11' a s t i ve ¿i na 1 y s 1 s . A ri <] f: h i s s \ i e s t s L h¿i t 
Interference from the mother tongue is not the o n l y  
source of error (hittlewood, L984),
DuLay Sc Burt (L974) have challenged the role of 
Inter ference and hah L t forma t i.on in second language 
learning. In their study they recorded the English 
speech of İ45 children and found that only three per 
cent of the children's errors could be classified as 
interference errors. On the other hand, they 
classified 85 per cent as (ieve I opinen ta 1 errors.
Another researcher Grauberg (L971) found, in his 
analysis of English errors of German native speakers in 
an essay writing task, that mother tongue interference 
could account for only 25 per cent of the lexical 
errors, 10 per cent of the syntactic errors and none of 
the morphological errors.
Error analysis (EA) h¿^ s become distinguished from 
contrastive analysis in that it examines all possible 
sources of errors, not just ttiose which result from 
negative transfer of the mother tongue. EA iias brought 
to the attention of the EFL/ESL teachers and 
researchers the multiple origins of learners’ errors 
(Unal, 1989). Thus, researchers and teachers of second 
and foreign languages here realized that mistakes of 
the learner made in the process of constructing a new 
system of Icxnguage should be analyzed carefully, for
i
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tiiey possibly reveal l:he key's to unde rs band i the
process of second language acquisition (Dulay, Burt /y 
Krashen, 1982), Littl.ewood (L984) notes that ert'ors of 
Icanguage learners are no longer signs of fill lure in 
leai'ning but ttiey are useful for both teachei's and
students because they offer hints about the learning
strategies and mechanisms which learners employ,
En speaking about the benefits of error analysis 
Sharma (1981) says:
Error analysis is a process-based
approach on ancilysis of learners’ errors 
with one clear objective: evolving a
suitable and ef f ec t i ve teciching- learn ing
strategy and remedial measures necessary in 
certain clearly mcirked out areas of the
forfîign language it can reveal to the
teacher, the course designer, or the
textbook writer the ’’knotty” areas of
language confronting the pupils, (p. 76)
En EA, errors are identified and classified into
types, then their source and degree of disturbcince are
determined. Errors arise from several possible
general sources: interlingual errors, the
soc iolinguis t LC context of commun icat Lon,
psycholinguistic or cognitive strategies (Ünal, 1989).
In the following section errors of EEL learners will
be identified and classified.
2.4 IDENTIFICATION OF ERRORS
The first step in the process of analysis is to
define ’’error” as precisely as possible. A distinction
has been made in the literature between ’’competence
i
V L
i^ rrors"' and " pe r f o rmance errors'’. This has Led to a 
d i 3 t i. nc t Lon between ” e rro rs " and ”m i s takes " { Lo 11 ,
1.9 8 3 ) .
2.4.1 Krrors Versus Mistakes
JanLcdcL (1985) defines mistakes as related to the 
performance of the lecirner wdiereas errors are due to 
his lack of knowledg’e of the rules of the Lcinguage , 
i.e. competence:?. Mistcikes are called Lcipses because 
they are not systematic and may be corrected by 
Langucige users when they notice them.
terrors are systematic and they indicate that the 
learner has not mastered the code of the target 
Language. Edge (1989) describes learner errors by 
saying that besides· slip^ or lapses ’'we must have a 
category for mistakes which Individual students 
couldn’t correct even if they were pointed out’' (p. 9).
Consequent1y , both language learners and native 
speakers riicike mistakes and they can corre^ct them · 
without the help of the teacher or the Listener. On 
the contrary learners cannot correct their own errors 
without help.
2.5 CLASSIFICATION OF ERRORS
Dulay, Burt and Krashen (1982) classify errors in 
the following categories:
1- Linguistic Category
a) Phonology
b ) S y n [. a X ;i n d M o t' p h c:; 1 o y ( r' a m rn a i' ) 
c ) Sernan t ics arirl [.ex i.coM ( mean ing ¿ind 
vocabuI ary) 
d) Discourse (style)
2 - S u r f a c e S t r a t e g y T' a x o n o m y
a) Omission
b) Addition
c) Double Markings
d ) Regularization 
e ) A r c h i - F c.) r m s
f) Alternating Forms
g) Misordering
3- Comparative Taxonomy
a) Developmental Errors
b) Inter lingual Errors
4- Communicative Effect Taxonomy
a) Global Errors
b) Local Errors
2.5,1 LinguLstlc Category
According to Dulay, F3urt and Krashen ( 1982 ) the 
Linguistic category taxonomy is helpful for
researchers, teachers and lecirners. Curriculum 
developers, for example, have long used the linguistic 
category taxonomies to organize language lessons in 
textbooks. These textbooks and materials, organized by 
linguistic category, allow teachers and students to
f e e l  t : hat  t i \ oy  ha\' o cov^erecl  cer t - . aLn a s p e c t s  o f  t h e  
1 a n u a g* e L ri t h e L c c L /\ s s e s . M a n y  r  e s e a r  c h e r  s 11 s e t h e  
l i n g u i s t i c  c a t e g o r y  t a x o n o m y  a s  a r e p o r t i n g  t o o l  w h i c h  
o r g a n i z e s  t h e  e r r o r s  t h e y  h a v e  c o l l e c t e d .  T h e n
r e s e a  r c  he  r s ma pu t t h e  e r r o  r's i  n t o  L i. n g u  i s  t I c
C c i t e g o r i e s ;  s u c h  a s  d e v e l o p m e n t a l  e r r o r s  i n
a u x i l i a r i e s ,  n o u n  p h r a s e s  s o  t h a t  t h e y  c a n  e a s i l y  
a n a l y z e  t he m i n  C c a t e g o r i e s .
2*5.2 Surface Strategy Tcixonomy
A surface strxitegy taxonomy indicates how the 
surface structures of the utterances are altered. 
Learners, for example, may omit necessary items or add 
unnecessairy ones; they mis form items or misorder them 
(Dulay, Burt & Krashen, 1982). They further note that 
this method of ¿inalyzing errors auis researchers in 
identifying cognitive processes that underlie the 
learner^s reconstruction of the new language. in this 
way prospective errors are analyzed and plciced in the 
six categories which were already mentioned.
2.5.2. I Om Lss i on
Omission errors may be explained as omission of an 
item that is necessary for the meaning in a we 11-formed 
utterance. For instance, a learner may omit some items 
from the sentence ’’Mary is the president of the new 
company'" and utter the same sentence as "Mary 
president new company". But this utterance is not
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Li nde r3 t ood by ci na L L ve s per ke i:' .
2.5.2.2 Add11 ions
Addition errors are the opposite of omission 
errors. This time the learner, insteoid of omitting a 
necessary i t'em for a we 1 ] - f orme(i sentence, adds an 
unnecessa ry i tejn to the sen tence .
2.5.2.3 Double Markings
Double marking errors are cTiarac terized by the use 
of an item (tense markers, possessives etc.) ''twice" in 
a sentence. For example, a learner may say: "I do not 
never go there'’. In this sentence two negatives never 
and not are used at the same time.
2.5.2·4 Regular i zat ion
The language learner generalizes a rule, which is 
typically valid for a specific structure, and then 
inappropriately applies it to other structures. For 
exiimple, irregular verbs do not take the past tense 
marker "-ed" but the Learner may apply it to them and 
say "goed" instead of "went" or ."eated" instead of 
"ate".
2.5.2.5 Archi-Forms
Archi-forms is the selection of one member of a 
class of forms to represent others in the same class. 
For example, a learner may select one of the English 
demonstrative adjectives, this, that, these and those 
and then use it for several of them as in the
f o i l  о w i n g :
that book ^
that books
2.5.2.6 Alternating Forms
Alternating forms is the alternation of archi- 
forins for various members of a class with each other. 
For instance, the learner may utter phrases like these: 
those pens 
this papers
2.5.2.7 Misordering
Misordering errors are described as incorrect 
placement of a morpheme in an utterance. For instance, 
in the sentence ''what he is doing?" the verb "to be" 
is rnisordered.
2t5.3 Comparative Taxonomy
In comparative taxonomy, the structure of the 
student's errors in L2 are compared to that of errors 
of the children acquiring English as a first language. 
In the research literature, the errors in L2 have been 
comF>ared to errors of children learning the target 
language as their first language and to equivcilent 
phrases or sentences in the learners' mother tongue. 
In this tcixonoiny, these comparisons have been done in 
two major error categories: developmental errors and 
interlingual errors.
Oulay, Burt and Krashen (1982) report Ll'uit 
" researcdiers have consistently found that, contrary to 
widespread opinion, the majority of errors in the 
Language output of L2 learners is of the developmental 
type" (p , 16 4 ) .
2.5.3.1 Oevelopmental Krrors
Developmental errors are those which the learner 
iHcikes in the target language Just as in his mother 
tongue. When the learner attempts to use L2 with his
limited knowledge of the rules of that Icinguage he 
commits these types of errors which are not due to 
interference from his LI. When these types of errors 
cire made by a learner it seems to reflect that mental 
mechanisms underlying general language development come 
into play (Dulay, Burt & Krashen, 1982).
Richards ( 1983) also reports that "developmentivl 
errors reflect the strategies by which the learner 
acquires the language... and that the learner is making 
fiilse hypotheses about the target language based on 
limited exposure to it" (p. 274).
2 . .5.3.2 Interlingual Errors
Interlingual errors are similar in structure to 
semantically equivalent phrases or sentences in the 
student’s native language. They were mentioned earlier 
in this chapter as negative transfer from the learner’s 
mother tongue. Researchers usually identify
(Later lingual errors by comparing the structure ot the 
learner's error in L2 to that in hi. [t there is a 
similarity between the two language structures they are 
called ”interiinguai errors" (Dulay, Burt & Krashen, 
1982)* For exaiiiple, when a Turkish F’FL learner utters 
cl sentence like "i am knowing it" the "-ing" tense 
marker is trcinsferred from his own native Icingiuige 
because the verb "know", "bilmek" is usually used in 
the continuous form*
2.5*4 Communicative Effect Taxonomy
In this taxonomy errors are treated in terms of 
communication, that is, errors are of no importance 
unless they hinder communication. They are examined in 
two major error categories; global errors and local 
errors (Dulay, Burt Krashen, 1982).
2.5.4.1 Global Errors
Global errors are those which affect overall 
sentence organization significantly arirl hinder 
communication. For instance, if a learner utters or 
writes a sentence as: "English language use many
people" instead of "many people use English language" 
the hearer or the reader cannot understand the meaning 
of the first form because of the wrong word order 
(Dulay, Burt & Krashen, 1982 p* 191).
2.5.4.2 Local Errors
Unlike global errors, local errors do not hinder
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c o111 1 n 1.1 a L c a t i on , 'I'he mean i n g‘ c) t' t h e se n t en c e c;an be
undei'stood by the hearer o v tiie reader though it Ls not 
correct grammatically. In other words loccil errors are 
those which affect only single elements in a sentence. 
For example, the sentence "why we like each otiier?" is 
meaningful though the helping verb "do" is omitted 
(Duiay, Burt & Krashen, 1982 p. 192).
2.6 ATTITUDES TOi^ARD WRITING PEDAGOGY AND TEACHERS' 
ERROR CORRECTION STRATEGIES 
In recent years, second Icinguage pedagogy has 
witnessed a major shift in composition theory and 
research. The attention of writing teachers and
researchers has moved from a product to a process 
approach to writing (Connor, 1987). In this section 
the two nu^jor approaches, the product approach and the 
process approach will be discussed.
2.6.1 The Product Approach
Traditionally, the purpose of teacher feedback in 
composition cLiiss was to catch grammar, spelling and 
punctuation errors. In this sense, students were
writing only grammar exercises. These writing 
activities were guided or controlled because of the 
view that "students are not ready to create language; 
they are only ready to manipulate forms" (Leki, 1990 p.
1 ) · «
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In this approach emphasis falls on grammatica1ly 
accurate sentences; in other words, the production of 
the students is more important than the content and 
ideas. Meikle (1982) reports that "the path toward 
good writing is one of gradual error reduction. And 
grammavticai correctness becomes the desirable end of a 
course (p . 1).
The role of the writing teacher, in this appгo¿гch, 
is to correct all the form-based errors so that 
learners realize their mistakes and possibly learn the 
correct form in revising' stage (Leki, 1990; Semke, 
1982). Leki (1990) notes the followings about the role 
of the teacher:
Most often in these classes the poor 
teacher takes home many student papers at
night and carefully marks all the
grammatical and mechanical errors in the 
writing... the focus in these types of 
writing is primarily on language structure. 
Students get good, marks if they write texts 
with as few errors as possible, (p. 2)
But attitudes toward the role of writing in
teaching a second language have changed. Instead of
being a way of doing grammar exercises, writing has
become much more important in the second language
curriculum. Now it is regarded as a "natural outlet
for the students reflections on their speaking,
listening and reading experiences in their second
language" (Leki, 1990 p. 2). These ideas have led to
the process approach in writing.
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2,6,2 The Process Approach
The process approach focuses on writing processes, 
teaches strategies for invention and discovery and 
considers audience, purpose and context of writing 
(Connor, 198 7; Pica, 1986). In this approach 
communication is more important than an accurate 
product. A writer imagines an audience or a reader ¿ind 
then writes about what he is interested in and what he 
really wants to communicate. Students are not forced 
to write on a given topic in a restricted time and to 
hand in the composition for the teacher to correct. 
''Rather they explore a topic through writing, showing 
the teacher and each other their drafts, and using what 
they write to read over, think about, and move them on 
to new ideas'* (Raimes, 1983 p. 10). Meikie ( 1982) 
speaks about the process, approach:
Teachers leaning toward this conception 
see writing as an act of thinking or coming- 
to-know what one is thinking,., the teacher 
here adopts the role of helper and guide in 
the student’s own process of discovering and 
revealing his thoughts and his inner voice.
(p. 6 )
The writing teacher in the process approach deals 
more with the content, organization and ideas than with 
grammar. As the writing is not so tightly controlled 
and the teacher gives feedback on the paper, the 
students feel secure, and realize their errors in the 
process of writing (Leki, 1990; Pica, 1986).
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2.7 EFL TEACHERS’ ERROR CORRECTION STRATEGIES
Every teacher’s goal in language teaching is to 
hecir or see the student’s flawless oral or written 
production. But most teachers are familiar with the 
frustrations of correcting errors: although the teacher 
corrects the same error over and over, the student 
makes the same error again and again. Most training 
programs for EFL teachers largely encompass the
presentation of English grammar rules and how to teach 
those rules to the learners. Although the correction 
of student errors is a major part of language teaching, 
nothing is said in textbooks on how to deal with errors 
(Burt, 1975).
After having examined the perception and the 
Sources of the errors we now turn to the last stage of 
the error treatment process, that is, error
correction. It seems difficult for even the
experienced teacher to deal with these questions: Is it 
necessary to correct errors? If necessary, which how 
should errors be corrected? Who should correct them? 
(Chaudron, 1989)
As regards correcting the learner’s errors, the 
teacher should know these aspects of correction as well 
as the sensitivity of the student and the nature of the 
task (Broughton, et al., 1980). The teacher’s error 
correction strategy is important because every mark or
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comment on the paper has c 
on the learner. And the teacher, 
take into account the Learner’s 
sensitivity. Semke (1982) notes:
positive or neg'ative effect 
there fore, should 
psychology and
Suppose you had worked very hard on a 
composition for your course in Germcin. You 
tried to convey some authentic information, 
not just string together some trite phrases.
It is a real struggle to do this in a 
foreign language. It takes a lot of time to 
look up new words, and it is frustrating, 
because you are often not sure how to put 
them together. But you do your best and 
then copy it over so it will be neat and 
legible. The next day when you get it back, 
it is covered with red ink.
Try to imagine how would you feel.
Would you be eager to rush home and try 
writing another composition? Would you feel 
like trying to analyze all of those marks to 
understand what your mistakes were, so that 
you don’t make some mistakes again, (p. 2)
The teacher may use a variety of error correction
techniques but these should not be used in the wrong
place. Otherwise, correction, instead of encouraging,
discourages the student to use English in speaking or
writing. In the following section, the teacher’s error
correction strategies are reviewed.
2.7.1 Which errors should be corrected?
Any attempt to correct student errors must begin 
with the decision about which type of errors should be 
corrected. To correct all the errors, using the
traditional approach, is of course time consuming for 
the teacher and discouraging for the student (Byrne,
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1988). There is some doubt about how effective this 
form of correction is. Some student learn nothing from 
it, while others are interested in why something is 
wrong rather thsin the correction itself.
In correcting errors the teacher should avoid 
over-correction because it prevents students from 
concentrating on message (Chastain, 1971). Valette 
(1973) claims that correcting too many errors destroys 
the motivation of the student. And it may also lead to 
spending a lot of time on superficicil errors rather 
than more serious ones (Burt & Kiparsky, 1974).
As it seems both unwise and impractical to correct 
every mistake, teachers must be selective (Walz, 1982). 
That is, the teacher does not attempt to correct all 
the mistakes in student writings, but only those in 
certain areas where the students need help. This 
approach is more positive than total correction 
(Byrne, 1988).
Gravity of errors, that is, to what extent errors 
hinder communication, plays a significant role in 
error correction (Klassen, 1991). And therefore, in 
the communicative approach errors are equated with the 
breakdown in communication (Davies, 198.5). According 
to Klassen (1991) global errors should be corrected in 
the first draft and local errors in the second. As 
mentioned previously, global errors hinder
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coinmun icat ioa and are more serious than local errors 
which do not interfere with the message (Duiay, Burt & 
Krashen, 1982). Teachers, therefore, should emphasize 
primarily global errors rather than local ones. 
2.7.1. I EP'L Teachers’ Priority for Form or Content in 
Correct irig Errors
Research on the process approach has shown that 
positive responses by EFL teachers to student 
compositions are essential in improving students’ 
writing skill. But instead of rnotivciting students to 
revise their compositions teachers ’’take students’ 
attention away from their own purposes in writing a 
particular text and focus that attention on teachers’ 
purposes in commenting” (Sommers, 1982 p. 149). They 
generally regard students’ text as final products to be 
judged and evaluated (Raimes, 1983). Their responses, 
therefore, do not take into account the student 
writers’ intention in writing.
Zarnel ( 1985) says about teachers’ strategies in 
correcting student composition errors:
...they attended primarily to surface-level 
features of writing and seemed to read and 
react to a text as a series of separate 
sentences or even clauses, rather than as a 
whole unit of discourse, (p. 86)
So they may misread the text because of their 
focus on the form rather than on the content. The 
overcorrective teacher, therefore, is interested in
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form-based errors and rarely seems to expect students 
to revise the text beyond the surface level, or, in 
other words, to deal with meaning-based errors« As a 
result, students revise their texts ¿iccording to the 
comments that teachers have mentioned.
Furthermore, teachers’ marks and comments seem to 
be abstract and vague prescriptions and directives that 
students find difficult to interpret. Such vague and 
grammar-oriented responses to written work give 
students a very limited notion of writing. In this 
limited sense of writing teachers accept the texts 
which cire error-free but inconsistent in meaning 
(Zamel, 1985) .
In the literature, numerous studies of teachers’
responding behavior are found. For example, Zamel
(1985) investigated teacher responses to student
writing. She examined comments, reactions and markings
which appeared on compositions to find out responding
behavior of 15 teachers. She selected each teacher’s
three compositions from the files of high school senior
level students. She concluded as follows:
ESL writing teachers misread student texts, 
are inconsistent in their reactions, make 
arbitrary corrections, write contradictory 
comments, provide vague prescriptions, 
impose abstract rules and standards, respond 
to text as fixed and final products, and 
rarely make content specific comments or 
offer specific strategies for revising the 
text. (p. 86)
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2.7.2 Who should correct errors?
Traditionally the teacher is responsible for 
correcting errors. But it is time-consuming and 
boring for the teacher and discouraging for the
student (Leki, 1990).
As error correction is a real burden for the 
teacher and not very useful for the student, some 
teachers have tried to make students participate in 
correcting their own or their classmates^ errors. 
Edge ( 1989) suggests that '’involving learners Ln 
judgments about correctness helps them become more 
accurate in their own use of the language” (p. 50). 
Self correction is more useful than teacher correction 
in the sense that the learner realizes and understands 
his errors while trying to correct them. Otherwise he 
may be discouraged by the teacher’s red marks or 
comments. According to Heffernan (1983) the color of 
the ink teachers use in correcting student composition 
errors is also important. He describes that ’’red is the 
color of outrage, eye irritation, embarrassment, stop 
Lights, fire engines, warning, danger, red alert” (p. 
5). Thus, he suggests that language teachers use green 
ink instead of red.
2.7.3 How should errors be corrected?
There are many error correction strategies for 
the EFL teacher and in this section these strategies
o /
are discussed under three major headings: teacher
correction, self correction, and peer correction.
2.7.3. I Teacher Corr6ictLon
Tiie teacher can use a variety of techniques for 
correcting errors. Here, we explain and discuss
these techniques in five categories: correcting all 
errors by providing the correct version of errors, code 
correction, writing comments about errors, using 
checklists, and finally, charting errors.
2.7.3. 1. I Correcting All Errors
Traditionally the writing teacher corrects all the 
errors in student compositions. Leki (1990) describes 
the teacher who follows this traditional way as 
follows:
Most often ... the poor teacher takes home 
many student papers at night and carefully 
marks all the grammatical and mechanical 
errors in the writing. This older form of 
responding to students writing can be very 
discouraging for young writers, (pp. 2-13)
Byrne (1988) notes that there should be some doubts
about the effectiveness of this form of correction and
says: "Some students learn nothing from it; others are
more interested in why something is wrong rather than
the correction itself" (p. 124).
In summary, it is always best to to avoid the 
negative influence of red ink over the page. And it is 
therefore recommended to use alternative approaches to 
correcting errors.
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2.7 . ^3 . I . 2 Code Correction
Instead of providing the correct version of errors 
and telling the student to think about his errors, an 
alternative is to vise correcting code letters or 
symijols. This procedure reduces the red ink and forces 
the student to think about the error and to provide 
his own correction (Broughton, et al., 1980). Norrish
(1983) explains this technique by saying that "Many 
teachers have found a profitable approach to correction 
in the use of a 'code’ of indications written in 
margins or over the error" (p. 73). The most used
code letters are as follovris;
T Tense P Punctuation
WF Word form Art Article ^
WO Word order R Repetition
S Syntax St Style
A Agreement Sp Spelling
V Vocabulary ? I don’t understand
[ I Something is not necessary 
(Norrish, 1983 p. 74; Monreal, 1981 p. 179). What is
important here is that the teacher must explain the 
meanings of code letters so that students can 
understand the teacher’s purpose for correcting the 
error. While using this technique, the teacher may use 
some strategies for correcting errors. The teacher may
underline the errors and diagnose it in the margin by 
writing code letters as in the following example:
"She don ^ t know the lesson". A
The teacher may underline the mistake and not diagnose 
it as in the following:
"She don ^ t know the lesson".
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The teacher may diagnose the mistake but not show where 
it is. For example:
"She don’t know the lesson". A (iMonreal, 198 1 pp. 
179-180).
2.7.3.1.3 Writing Coniments
The teacher can write his comments about student 
errors in the margin. These comments on students’
spapers which are in the form of paraphrasing the ideas, 
praise, questions, or suggestions are more productive 
than end comments like "Only fair", "Good", or "Needs 
more work" (Raimes, 1983 p. 143). It is important that 
praising whatever a student does well improves v^ /riting 
more than any kind of correction of what the student 
does badly (Raimes, 1983). In writing comments the 
teacher may write his comments in the margin for each 
error, but it is again time consuming for him. In
order not to waste more time in commenting on errors, 
the teacher may read the whole composition without 
writing any comments and in the end write his comments
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in the summary. fiaimes (1983) gives an example when 
and how to use this technique:
I got up at 8 o ’clock this morning. Then [ 
eated breackfast. At breackfast I ate an 
egg, a toast, butter, and coffee. After 
that I leaved my house, (p. 144)
Here, instead of writing comments for each error the
teacher writes the following comments in the summary.
You have written this very clearly. The 
punctuation of the list is correct. Try 
combining sentences 2 and 3 to avoid 
repetition of the words breakfast. Look
closely at two forms you have used: eated 
and ate. Can they both be right? (Raimes,
1983 p. 144)
If the class is large with a lot of papers to mark, the 
teacher needs to be brief and may respond in this way: 
"Very clear. Good punctuation. Now combine S 2 and 3. 
Check eated and ate".' (Raimes, 1983 p. 144)
2.7.3.1.4 Checklist
Teachers may a use checklist and so may students. 
Checklists are very useful tools for both teachers and 
students. Students can go over their written work 
several times to check a particular structure each time 
(Walz, 1982). Checklists can also contain questions 
about the writing. For example: "Does your essay have 
a title?", "Is the first sentence of each paragraph 
indented?", "Underline the the sentence that expresses 
the main idea of each paragraph" or some questions 
about grammar such as "Does the verb agree with the
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subject?" (Ralmes, 1983 p. 147).
Robinnet (1972 cited in Walz, 1982) developed a
List of errors made by ESL students (see Appendix B).
Wcilz ( 1982) explains Robinnet’s checklist as follows:
The teacher writes a code number ¿ibove an 
error in the composition and the same number 
on the checklist next to the appropriate 
explanation. The author feels that this 
method not only requires a greater 
concentration on the part of the student, but 
it also provides the teacher v>^ ith a more 
objective way of evaluating student progress.
(pp. 29-30)
2.7.3. 1.5 Charting Errors
Klassen (1991) notes that it is easy for the 
student to see from a glance at the chcxrt which 
mistakes he makes. It is also beneficial for the 
teacher to use charts because he can see what kind of 
errors his students make and what level they have 
reached. Klassen (1991) explcxins the benefit of this 
method as follows:
If a student is producing errors at rcindom 
in consecutive essays lie is probably at the 
presytematic stage and has not internalized 
the grammar rule, if he is persisting in a 
particular error, he has probably rec\ched 
the sytematic stage and fossilized an 
incorrect hypothesis regarding a grammar 
rule. (p . 11)
When the student is reducing his errors and is 
able to correct them, he seems to be at the
postsytematic stage and will be able to activate his
Language Acquisition Device (Klassen, 1991). As a 
result, the teacher can observe how his students are
developing in language lecxrnlng by charting their 
errors.
2.7.3.2 Self Correction
Instead of depending on teacher correction, the 
student can correct his own errors. The teacher marks 
the errors and gives the paper back to the student so 
that the student can understand his errors and then 
correct them (Walz, 1982). For self correction to 
work, students are given a little time at the beginning 
of cl lesson to look at their marked errors and then 
they try to correct them. The reason for using class 
time is to stress the importance of the correction task 
(Edge, 1989).
2.7.3.3 Peer Correction
Although students feel more secure when they 
correct their own errors, they sometimes have 
difficulty in identifying them. Thus, having peers 
correct errors can be a better alternative. Edge
(1989) explains this method by saying that "when two 
students work together on correcting each other’s work, 
the discussion helps each one to learn from his or her 
own errors. Two heads are better than one” (p. 53).
Peer correction can be done by composing groups or 
by using an overhead projector. In the group of four 
or five, students can exchange the papers and correct 
errors by asking or consulting each other (Edge, 1989).
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Or a student compos 11ion can be projected on a screen 
for the whole class to participcite in correction. 
Although the student writer can remain anonymous in 
most instances Witbeck (1976 cited in Walz, 1982) 
speaks about some disadvantages of this method and says 
thcit the author of the composition is often insulted.
2.8 CONCLUSION
Since the aim of this study is to examine 
students^ composition errors and strategies of both EFL 
teachers and students in correcting and revising those 
errors, the literature review began with the discussion 
of theory of and attitudes towards errors in terms of 
behavioristic and cognitive theory of learning. Then, 
learners’ errors were identified and classified in 
terms of error analysis and contrastive analysis.
As the focus of this study is on composition 
errors, the perception and treatment of errors were 
examined according to two approaches to writing: the
product approach and the process approach. Finally 
teachers’ error correction strategies were presented 
with suggestions for correcting students’ written 
errors.
CHAPTER rIr 
METHODOI.OGY
3.I [NTRODUCTION
Traditionally, EFL teachers are interested more in 
the form than in the content of students^
compositions and correct more syntcxctic and mechanical 
errors than content and organizational ones. As 
teachers stress the form rather than the content of 
v>^ riting, students, following teachers’ instructions,
also emphcisize the form ¿ihead of content and correct 
more syntactic and mechanical errors than content and 
organizational ones. At the revision stage students 
follow what teachers impose on the text and so their 
attention moves towards teachers’ interests rather than 
their own purposes in writing (Sommers, 1982). Since 
the stress falls on the surface level errors and 
problems, teachers read student compositions cis 
separate sentences and may misread them. Also the 
teachers’ own errors in correcting compositions may 
mislead students in revising their errors.
The data in this study will be analyzed in two 
parts. The first part is quantitative and the second 
part is a descriptive examination of how teachers 
correct students’ composition errors and how students
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subsequentiy revise them. In the first part of the 
study four hypotheses are tested. The first problem 
investigates the relationship between the number of 
errors teachers correct in student compositions 
(syntactic, mechanical, content, and organizational 
errors), which is the independent variable, and the 
number of errors in the same categories corrected by 
students in revising, which is the dependent variable. 
In this section it is hypothesized that EFL teachers 
are interested more in the form than in the content of 
student compositions and that the students, following 
the teachers^ instructions, consequently will revise 
more form-based errors than content or organizational 
ones. It was also hypothesized that there would be no
'll
significant difference between the types and numbers of 
errors corrected by the teacher and those revised by 
the students.
The next problem investigates the relationship 
between the number of errors in two categories-- 
"syntactic-mechanical" and "content-organizational"-- 
that students tend to correct and the teachers’ level 
of satisfaction with those revisions. In this section 
it was hypothesized that since teachers are more 
interested in syntactic and mechanical errors than in 
content and organizational ones, they will be more 
satisfied with revisions of the former than with those
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o f the lat ter.
Finally, teachers’ error correction techniques 
will be examined in term of three categories: writing 
the correct version, using correcting code letters, and 
explaining errors. In this section it is hypothesized 
that EFL teachers will correct student errors by 
"simply writing the correct version" and using 
"correcting code letters" rather than by "explaining 
the error". Finally, the strategies of teacher 
correction and student revision are observed and 
commented on by the researcher.
3.2 SUBJECTS
The subjects of this study were 14 EFL Turkish 
teachers and 14 students at Bilkent University in 
Turkey. Only Turkish subjects were selected to avoid 
the influence of the nationality factor. Teachers were 
composed of two groups. The first group consisted of 
eight MA TEFL students who are ail EFL teachers at 
different universities in Turkey. The teachers in the 
second group were six Turkish EFL classroom teachers 
working at BUSEL (Bilkent University School of English 
Language) in Ankara, Turkey. The 14 student subjects 
were selected from a class from BUSEL. Their level 
is intermediate and they are studying general English.
3.3 MATERIALS
The materials used in this study included 14
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student compositions and questionnaires. During half 
an hour the compositions were written by students in 
the classroom. The ques t i onncii res were given to the 
teachers to discover whether they were satisfied with 
t e student revisions. In the ci u e s t i o n n a i t' e s
teachers were asked two sets of questions: the first 
set was about their dissatisfaction while the second 
set was about their satisfaction. Student compositions 
were used to find out how EFL teachers treated errors 
and which type of errors they primarily focused on.
3.4 PROCEDURES
An EFL teacher volunteered to participate in this 
study and assigned her students the compositions. 
Students were given the topic "air travel” so that they 
would produce similar papers. Student papers were 
collected by their teacher and were given to the other 
EFL teachers by the researcher.
Teachers, then, were instructed to correct the 
errors in the compositions and to return them to the 
students for revision. After the teachers had finished 
correcting the papers, they were collected and the 
errors were classified by the researcher into four main 
categories: syntactic, mechanical, content, and 
organizational. The total number of errors teachers 
marked were then tabulated.
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Six days later the papers were returned to the 
students to revise their errors according to the 
teachers^ marks or instructions. After the students 
revised their own compositions, that is, they rewrote 
them, the errors which they corrected were classified 
into the same categories, and the number ¿ind types of 
errors the teachers corrected and the number and types 
of errors the students revised were tabulated.
Next, the teachers were given questionnaires to 
discover their level of satisfaction with each of the 
students’ revisions. Finally their responses and 
comments were compared with the number and types of 
errors students corrected in the revision process.
In the last procedure, teachers’ error correction 
techniques were classified in three major categories: 
writing the correct version, using correcting code 
letters and explaining the errors. Finally 
observations were made concerning strategies of teacher 
correction and student revision.
3.5 ANALYTIC PROCEDURES
In the first part, two independent t-tests are 
used. The first compares the mean number of errors 
grouped into two categories (syntactic-mechanical) and 
(content-organizational) corrected by EFL teachers. The 
second compares the mean number of errors in those 
categories revised by the students. A Chi-Square test
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is then used to compare the frequency of errors marked 
by EFL teachers with the frequency of the same errors 
subsequently revised by students In four categories.
Next, a Chi-Square Test with Yates Correction 
Factor is used to discover the reicit ionship between the 
errors students corrected in the revision process and 
the teachers’ satisfactions with those errors. In the 
next chapter the data will be analyzed and described in 
order to show how EFL teachers correct or mark 
students’ composition errors and how the students 
revise t.hem.
CHAPTER tv 
DATA ANALYSIS
4,1 OVERVIEW
This study is both a quantitative and descriptive 
examination of how teachers correct students^ 
composition errors and how students subsequently revise 
them. Four nuLl hypotheses will be tested and 
observations will be made concerning strategies of 
teacher correction and student revision.
The results may be divided into four parts. In
the first two parts, three hypotheses were tested. In
the first part, it was hypothesized that EFL teachers 
are interested more in the form than in the content of 
student compositions and that the students, following 
the teachers’ instructions, consequently will revise 
more form-based errors than content or organi za t ioncil 
ones. It was also hypothesized thc\t there would be no 
significant difference between the types and numbers of 
errors corrected by the teacher and those revised by 
the students. In the second part, it was hypothesized 
that since teachers are more interested in syntactic 
and mechanical errors than in content and 
organizational ones, consequently they will be more 
satisfied with revisions of the former than with those 
of the latter. In the third part of the study it was
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hypothesized that EFL teachers correct student errors 
by "simpiy v^ ritirig the correct version” and using 
’'correcting code letters” rather than "explaining the 
error” to draw the student’s attention to his error.
Finally, in the last part the strategies of 
teacher correction and student revision were observed 
and commented on by the researcher. Many of the 
examples of teacher correction and student revision 
tended to confirm the findings of the statistical 
analyses in the first two parts.
4.2 STATESTrCAL ANALYSIS
Table 4.1 shows the means and standard deviations 
of errors marked by EFL teachers while Table 4.2 
represents means and standard deviations of the same 
errors revised by students. The results in Table 4.1 
and 4.2 show that both teachers and students tend to 
focus more on syntactic and mechanical errors than on 
content and organizational ones. Teachers corrected a 
mean of 9.29 syntactic and mechanical eri-ors but only a 
mean of 0.71 content and organizational errors. Table
4.3 and 4.4 represent the descriptive statistics for 
errors marked by EFL teachers and revised by students. 
In this table the data from the four error categories 
are collapsed into two categories in order to compare 
syntactic and mechanical errors with content and 
organizational ones.
D ¿
Table l.i
Frequency Distribution 
of Errors Marked by EFL Teachers
Syntac t ic/Mechanical 
Errors Con ten t/org'ani za t iorui 1 E r r o I's
Errors in f Rel. f Errors in f Rel. f
Each paper Each paper
15 2 0 . 14 2 2 0.14
13 3 0.21 1 6 0.42
11 1 0.07 0 i) 0.42
10 2 0,14
8 1 0.07
7 1 0.07
5 2 0. 14
3 1 0.07
2 1 0.07
Total=130 14 10 14
Mean
SD
9.29 
4.36
Mean
SD
0.71
0.73
Table 4.2
Frequency Distribution 
of Errors Revised by Students
Syn tactic/Mechanical Content/organi zational
Errors Errors
Errors in f Rel. f Errors in f Rel. f
Each paper Each paper
15 3 0.21 3 1 0.07
14 1 0.07 2 1 0.07
13 1 0.07 1 6 0.4 2
11 2 0.14 0 6 0.4 2
10 1 0.07
8 1 0.07
6 1 0.07
5 1 0.07
3 1 0.07
2 1 0.07
Total=135 14 11 14
Mean
SD
9.64
4.53
Mean
SD
0.79
0.89
oThe results of two independent t,-tests as shown in 
Tables 4.3 .and 4.4 indicate that teachers m£irked 
significantly more (p<.001) .syntactic and mechanical 
errors than content and organizational errors
(to = 7.26, df=L3) while students in turn ¿ilso revised 
significantly more (p<.001) syntactic and mechanical 
errors than content and organizational ones (to=7.17, 
df=13). For example, teachers marked a mecin of 9.29 
syntactic and mechanical errors but on the other hand 
they marked only a mean of 0.71 content and
organizational errors. Similarly, students revised a 
mean of 9.64 syntactic and mechaniciil errors but only 
a mean of 0.79 content and organizational ones.
Table 4.3
Descriptive Statistics For 
Errors Marked By EFL Teachers
Syn./Mec. Content/Org. Mean
Difference
Tobs .
N: 14 N: 14 —
M: 9.29 M : 0.71 8.58 7.26
SD: 4.36 SD: 0.73 —
Table 4.4
Descriptive Statistics For 
Errors Revised by Students
Syn./Mec♦ Content/Org. Mean
Di f ference
Tobs .
M: 14 M: 14 —
M: 9.64 M: 0.79 8.85 7.17
SD: 4.53 SD: 0.89 —
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Table 4.5 presents the total number of errors in 
the four categories marked by 14 teachers and the total 
number of errors in those categories subsequently 
revised by 14 students in the four categories: 
syntactic, mechanical, content and organizational 
errors. Teachers tended to mark many more syntactic 
and mechanical errors (103 syntactic and 27 mechanical) 
than content and organizational errors (7 content and 3 
organizational). Students also corrected more
syntactic and mechanical errors (1.05 syntactic and 30 
mechanical) than content and organizational errors (7 
content and 4 organizational).
Table 4.5
Total Number of Errors Marked by'-EFL Teachers 
and Revised by Students
Syntactic Mechanical Content Organiza- 
tiona 1
Total 
( row)
Teacher 103 27 7 3 140
Student 105 30 7 4 146
Total
column
208 57 14 7 286
In order to show that students corrected what 
their teachers wanted them to correct in the revision 
process, a Chi-Square analysis was run on the 
difference between obtained and expected frequencies of
O 0
b0ach0 rs’ and studants* corraction and ravision 
stratagias, raspectLvaiy. This Chi-Squara analysis as 
shown in Table 4.6 indicates no significant difference 
(X^=0.34) between the obtained and expected frequencies 
of teachers and students in their marking and revision 
strategies, respectively. This confirms the 
experimental hypothesis that teachers’ correction 
strategies and students’ revision strategies do not 
differ significantly.
Table 4.6
Chi-Square Analysis of Errors 
Marked by EFL Teachers and Revised by Students
Row Column 0 E 0-E (0-E)^
1 I 103 101.8 1.2 1.44
I 2 2 7 27.9 -0.9 0.81
1 3 7 6.85 0.15 0.225
1 4 3 3.42 -0.42 0. 17
2 1 105 106.18 -1. 18 1.39
2 2 30 29.09 0.91 0.82
2 3 7 7.14 -0. 14 0. 196
2 4 4 3.57 0.43 0.18
(0-E)^/E
04
029
003
05
0 13
28
002
05
df=8 X^=2(O-E)“/E=0.34
In summary, t-test results show that teachers 
marked significantly more (p<.001) syntactic and 
mechanical errors than content and organizational 
errors and the students revised significantly more
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(p<.00i) syntactic and mechanical errors than content 
and organizational ones. Thus the null hypothesis that 
there wouid be no significant difference between the 
error types was rejected. In addition, the Chi-
square ¿inalysis shows no significant difference between 
teachers and students in their marking and revision 
strategies respectively. So in this instance the null 
hypothesis that there would be a significant difference 
between teachers’ correction strategies and students’ 
revision strategies was rejected and the experimental 
hypothesis was accepted.
The third hypothesis that teachers will be more 
satisfied with revisions of syntactic and mechanical 
errors than with those of content and organizational 
errors was tested and results are shown in Table 4.7 
and Figure 4.1. Table 4.7 presents the total number 
and percentages of errors revised by students and 
teachers’ level of satisfaction with those revisions 
in the four categories of syntactic, mechanical, 
content and organizational errors.
As seen in the Table 4.7 teachers are more 
satisfied with syntactic and mechanical errors than 
with the content and organizational errors. Teachers 
are satisfied with 82% of the syntactic and mechanical 
errors and 72% of the content and organizational 
errors, while they are dissatisfied with 17% of the
 ^ f
syntactic and mechanical errors and 21% of the content 
and organizational errors.
Table 4.7
Teachers’ Satisfaction Levels with Revisions 
in Student composition
Syn/Mech. 
Errors
Con t/Org, 
Errors
Total 
(column)
Not
Satisf Led
24
27
/o
17%
2 7%
Satisfied
ill
119
%
82%
72%
To tal 
( row)
135
11
146
While Table 4.7 confirms the hypothesis that EFL 
teachers are satisfied more with the revisions of 
syntactic and mechanical errors than with those of 
content and organizational ones, the difference between 
obtained and expected frequencies in the two
categories of teacher satisfaction was not 
statistically significant when analyzed in a Chi-Square 
Test. The data in Table 4.7 was tested by using the 
Chi-Square Test, which used a Yates Correction Factor 
since there was only one degree of freedom. The 
skeleton for this formula, provided by Hatch and 
Farhaday (1982), is shown in Figure 4.1.
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F i gure 1 .1
The Skeleton of The Chi-Square Test 
With Yates Correction Factor
Variable X
a b a + b
Variable Y c d c + d
a + c b+d
The Chi-Square formula is as follows:
X^= N (lad - be I - N/2)^
(a+b) (c+d) (a+c) (b+d)
146 ir(24) (8) - (11) (3) - 146/2)^= 1.40 
(135) (11) (27) (119)
The Chi-Square Test with Yates Correction shows 
that teachers are only slightly more satisfied with the 
revisions of syntactic and mechanical errors than with 
those of content and organizational ones (X^=1.40). 
Thus the null hypothesis that there would be no 
significant difference between the two categories of 
satisfaction was accepted and the directional 
hypothesis was rejected.
In the third part of the study it was hypothesized 
that EFL teachers correct student errors by "simply 
writing the correct version" and/or using "correcting 
code letters" rather than "explaining the error" to 
draw the student’s attention to his error. Table 4. 8
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presents EFL teachers’ error correction techniques in 
the three categories: Vv^ riting the correct v^ersion, 
using correcting code letters and explaining errors.
Table 4.8
Number of Errors corrected by EFL Teachers 
with Three Correction Strategies
Writing the Correct 
Vers ion
77 (55%)
Correcting Code 
Letters
41 (29.2%)
Explaining
Errors
22 (15.7%)
The results in Table 4.8 confirms the hypothesis 
that EFL teachers tend to use more ’’writing the correct 
version” and ’’correcting code letters” techniques than 
’’explaining errors”. Teachers have corrected 55% of 
the errors by simply writing the correct version, 
29.2% of the errors by using correcting code letters 
and 15.7% of the errors by explaining them. Thus this 
hypothesis was accepted.
4.4 DESCRIPTIVE ANALYSIS
In this section, EFL teachers’ error correction 
strategies and students’ revision strategies will be 
analyzed and described. Observations of teachers’ 
correction strategies have indicated that EFL teachers 
often misread student compositions, make arbitrary 
corrections, respond to the student composition as 
fixed and final products, rarely make comments on the 
content of the student compositions, and, in some
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instances, misguide the students.
In correcting students’ compositions, teachers 
deal primarily with surfeice-level features of writing 
and seem to read and react to a composition as a series 
of separate sentences rather than ¿is ¿1 whole unit of 
discourse. They sometimes misguide students by giving 
wrong instructions or by misleading students in making 
their own grammatical mistakes while correcting the 
students’ errors. Let us now look at some specific 
examples of students’ grammatical errors ¿ind teachers’ 
corrections.
only like traveling by plane. It has got 
some disatvantages and advantages. It’s
dangerous. If a plane fal1 down you don’t 
have any chance to live, if you like seeing 
your around when you’re traveling you can’t 
see what you hope and this is a disadvantages 
either”.
In this passage from a student’s composition, the 
teacher has corrected the wrong use of the verb ’’fall”, 
but instead of writing ’’falls”, the present tense third 
person form of the verb, he wrote ’’fells”. 
Subsequently, the student revised his error by avoiding 
the grammatical construction altogether. He wrote:
”If you make an accident by your car you can 
live but if you are on a plane you don’t have 
any chance to live”.
As seen in this revision, the student, without revising 
the ’’corrected” sentence, revised his error by
I
re^cons tructing a new sentence because the teaclier’s 
"correction'' was inaccurate.
Other teachers’ revision strategies underscored
the teachers’ apparent concern for syntactic and
mechanical errors over content-based ones. For
example, in many cases teachers did not even check the
revulsions that students made in sentence meaning. An
example of this situation is presented in the following
passages from a student’s composition:
"I think that traveling with Air is quicker 
than other kinds of traveling systems. But on 
the other hand, the airports must be out of 
the city because o f the wind and s ilence.
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Here on the margin of the underlined phrase the teacher
wrote "explain here". Then the student revised his
sentence as follows: ^
"The location is very important. Because when 
plain arrive and take off it makes very big 
noise and wind. This disturb people who are 
around airport".
Despite the fact that the student made an attempt 
to clarify the meaning of this sentence, when the 
teacher was asked to comment on his satisfaction with 
the student’s revisions he completely failed to 
mention this revision. In this case, the teacher
seemed to be saying that he considered content errors 
relatively unimportant as compared to form-based errors 
since he mentioned his satisfaction with 15 of the 
latter.
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Another example of this situation concerns botli 
meaning and organization. Tn this case, the teacher 
misguided the student in his correcting comment. The 
student, in turn, wrote a revision that was clearly 
inferior to the original. The teacher, then, failed to 
mention his level of satisfaction with the revision, 
which, cigain, shows lack of concern for content-based 
errors. The concluding paragraph of a students’ 
composition was as follows:
'^ What are the advantages of airplains?
They are fast, such as Concordes, Mirages.
But also they can be fallen down and if they 
fell down you can’t be rescued. For instance 
last years Boeing”.
The teacher’s comment about this final paragraph was: 
"incomplete no conclusion”. When the student revised 
his composition according to the teacher’s 
instruction, the final paragraph was revised as 
foilows:
"Finally, I want to say something: yes, 
these may the some disadvantages of air travel 
but the airpiains are the products of modern 
technology and I think we must use the human 
technology and creativity suitable from the 
modern life”.
Finally, in a third example of teachers’ lack of 
concern for content and organizational errors, a 
teacher commented about the organization of a 
students’ composition as follows: "Make sure that you 
start your paragraphs at the same places”. But, again,
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she did not mention her satisfaction with that error 
which the student subsequently revised well.
4.4 CONCLUStON
In summary, the results of this study hcwe
revealed that EFL teachers are interested more in the 
form than in the content of student compositions and 
the students, following’ the tecxchers ^ instructions, 
consequently revise more form-based errors than
content or organizational ones. In addition, no 
significant difference was observed between number of 
errors corrected by the teachers ¿ind those revised by 
the students in the error categories. Although the 
teachers are interested more in the form than in the 
content of the student compositions, they did not seem 
to be significantly more satisfied with form-based 
errors than with content-based ones.
Finally, teachers corrected students’ composition 
errors by primarily "writing the correct version of 
errors" rather than explaining tiie errors to draw the 
students’ attention to their errors. Many of the 
examples of teacher correction and student revision 
tended to confirm the findings of the statistical 
analyses in the first two parts. The conclusion and 
discussion of these results will be presented in the 
next chapter.
CHAPTER V 
CONCLUSION
5.1 SUMMARY OF THE STUDY
In the first two chapters the topic of this study, 
the strategies of teachers and students in correcting 
and revising composition errors were introduced and the 
related literature concerning theories and research on 
error correction and writing pedagogy was discussed. 
In addition, the problem of this research was stated 
and the variables were identified.
In the third chapter the procedure for collecting 
and analyzing the data, the setting, the subjects, and 
tasks were introduced. The fourth chapter presented 
both a quantitative and a descriptive analysis of how 
EFL teachers correct students’ composition errors and 
how students subsequently revise them.
5.2 SUMMARY OF THE RESULTS
Four hypotheses were tested and observations were 
made concerning strategies of teacher correction and 
student revision. In the first part, it was
hypothesized that EFL teachers are interested more in 
the form than in the content of student compositions 
and that the students, following the teachers’ 
instructions, consequently will revise more form-based 
errors than content or organizational ones.
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The results of the study have shown that teachers 
focused on the form of the student compositions by 
correcting 130 syntactic and mechanical errors (form- 
based errors) and only 10 content and organizational 
errors. Similarly, the students followed the teacher 
instructions in revising those errors and also 
emphasized form rather than content. The results of 
two independent t-tests indicate that teachers marked 
significantly more (p<.001) syntactic and mechanical 
errors than content and organizational errors while 
students revised significantly more (p<.00l) syntactic 
and mechanical errors than content and organizational 
ones .
Thus, these results have confirmed the validity of 
the hypothesis that EFL teachers focus more on the form 
than on the content of the student compositions and 
that students do the same in the revision process. 
The results of this study are also consistent with the 
recent studies done by Applebee (1981 cited in Robb, 
Ross, Sc Shortreed, 1986) who found that 80% of foreign 
language teachers ranked mechanical errors as the most 
important criterion for responding to student writing. 
Similarly, Zamel (1985) reports that "language teachers 
focused primarily on mechanics, whereas teachers from 
other disciplines responded most frequently to the 
students’ presentation of facts and concepts" (p. 84).
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In the first part, it was also hypothesized that 
there would be no significant difference between the 
types and numbers of errors corrected by the teacher 
cvnd those revised by the students. The results have 
confirmed this hypothesis. A Chi-square test has shown 
(X“=0.34) no significant difference between teachers 
and students in their correcting and revision
strategies, respectively. The students seem to 
perceive their teachers as authorities in shaping their 
compositions because they almost completely followed 
the teachers’ comments and instructions in the revision 
process.
This fact confirms Sommers’ (1982) study of 
teachers’ comments which indicates that teachers’
comments "take students’ attention away from their own 
purposes in writing a particular text and focus that 
attention on the teachers’ purpose in commenting” (p. 
149). Muray (1984) says that ”we want our
students.... to study what we plan for them to study 
and to learn from it what we or our teachers learned” 
(p. 7). Zamel (1985) supports him by saying that ”as a 
result, students revise according to the changes that 
teachers impose on the text” (p. 80). In this study, 
the Turkish EFL teachers considered syntax and 
mechanics more important than content in writing 
compositions.
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In the second part, it was hypothesized that since 
teachers are more interested in syntactic and 
mechanical errors than in content and organizational 
ones, consequently they will be more satisfied with 
revisions of the former than with those of the latter» 
As a result, the teachers were more satisfied with the 
revisions of syntactic and mechaniccil errors and with 
content and organizational ones (80% to 72%). 
Nevertheless, The Chi-square Test shows no
significant difference (X‘^ = 1.40) between the two 
categories of teacher satisfaction because the writing 
activities are strictly guided and so the students 
almost completely followed the teachers’ instructions.
As for the teachers’ correction strategies, 
teachers corrected student composition errors by
'’simply writing the correct version of errors” or
"using correcting code letters” rather than explaining 
errors or giving clues to the students to draw their 
attention to errors. Teachers corrected or marked 77 
(55%) errors by "writing the correct version of errors” 
and 41 (29.2%) by "using correcting code letters” and 
22 (15.7%) by "explaining errors”. While correcting
the errors by "writing correct version of errors” it 
was observed that some teachers made their own 
grammatical mistakes in correcting and confused the 
students. This is also consistent with Sommers (1982)
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who says ’'...text may be misread comments and reactions
may be i nacci.ira te , misleading', or i nappropr ia te ” (p.
82) .
In many cases, when the teacher made a mistake
in correcting’ the student’s errors, the student avoided
the teacher’s correction and, without revising’ the
’’corrected” sentence, revised his error by
reconstructing’ a new sentence. Schwartz ( 1983)
explains this student strategy saying that ’’the writer
avoids or alters meaning rather th¿ın risk [the
teacher’s] disapproval” (p. 556). Many of the
examples of teacher correction and student revision
tended to confirm these hypotheses in question.
5.3 PEDAGOG ECAL IMPL ECAT EONS
As a result, this study revealed Turkish EFL
teachers’ lack of concern for content and organization
of student compositions and their over-emphasis on
syntcix and mechanics. According the results of this
study it is suggested that EFL teachers emphasize the
content of student compositions as xvell as the form.
Zarnel ( 1985) suggests the following:
Alternatively, teachers can respond to 
student writing with comments that force the 
writer back to the initial stage of composing 
(p. 91), or what Sommers (1982) refers to as 
the ’’chaos”, ’’back to the point where they 
are shaping and reconstructing their
meaning”, (p. 154)
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5.4 ASSESSMENT OF THE STUDY
Due to the limitation of subjects and time the 
the subject teachers’ lack of concern for content and 
organization should not be generalized over ail the 
EFL teachers in Turkey. In order to increase our 
knowledge of strategies of both EFL teachers and 
students in correcting and revising composition errors, 
further research is needed.
5.5 IMPLICATIONS FOR FUTURE RESEARCH
Since some of the te¿гchers in this study made 
arbitrary or inaccurate corrections, it is recommended 
to do further research on teachers’ mistakes in 
correcting student errors. Also this study revealed 
Turkish EFL teachers, lack of concern for content and 
organizational errors and so it is also necessary to 
investigate to what extent and under what conditions 
they ignore the revisions of these errors.
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AF>PENDECES
APPENDIX A 
QUESTIONNAIRE
Dear colle^ague, You have checked the 
sLude>nt’s composition, and the student have revised it 
correcting his/her errors according to your
instructions. Now, you are asked to indicate your 
satisfaction or dissa tis fiic t ion with these revisions. 
If the student has corrected any errors which you did 
not indicate, please mark them and mention your
satisfaction or dissatisfaction also.
Not Not
Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied Satisfie
1) ( ) ( ) 14) ( ) ( )
2) ( ) ( ) 15) ( ) ( )
3) ( ) ( )' 16) ( ) ( )
4) ( ) ( ) 17) ( ) ( )
5) ( ) ( ) 18) ( ) ( )
6) ( ) ( ) 19) ( ) ( )
7) ( ) ( ) 20) ( ) ( )
8) ( ) ( ) 21) ( ) ( )
9) ( ) ( ) 22) ( ) ( )
10) ( ) ( ) 23) ( ) ( )
11) ( ) ( ) 24) ( ) ( )
12) ( ) ( ) 25) ( ) ( )
13) ( ) ( ) 26) ( ) ( )
APPENDIX B
FREQUENT ERRORS MADE BY ESL STUDENTS
AGREEMENT
_____ iubject and verb do not agree
_____ pronoun and referent do not agree
ARTICLES AND DETERMINERS 
Otnlaaion Incorrect Use
an3he
other
CAPITALIZATION
_____ o^mlaaion
_____ Incorrect
COM-"ARISONS
_____ u»e like
_____uae the same as
_____ use different from
_____ us« -er
_____ us« more -- than -US« (he -- cji
us« the most
CONTENT
_____ incorrect Information
_____ awkward: needs rewording
_____ c^annot understand your meaning
DOUBLE NEGATIVE 
_____ avoid double negatives
FORMAT
_____ improper heading
_____ improper sire paper
_____ n^ot written in ink
____ no title
improper left margin
improper right margin 
“indent for each paragraph
PREPOSITIONS
Omission
_____ in
_____on
_____ at
_____ to__ of
other
Incorrect Use
PUNCTUATION
Omission
_____period .
_____ question mark ?
_____ exclamation point
Incorrect Use
_com ma ,
_colon :
_8€mlcolon ; 
_apo8trophe '
__hyphen -
_quotatlon marks " "
_underlinin g ____
_others (dash,
parenthesis, etc.)
SENTENCE
_____ Incomplete sentence
_____ two sentences run together
SPELLING
Incorrectly spelled
VERBS
_____ tense incorrect
_____ form Incorrect
_____ do not use to after a modal
_____ do not use -ing after to
_____ use to ·► verb form
_____ use plain form
_____ use -ing form
_____ incorrect sequence of tenses
NOUNS
_____ should be singular
_____ should be plural
_____ Improper form
_____ mass noun (should be singular)
VOCABULARY
_____ form incorrect
____ Item Incorrect
_^____word(s) omitted
_____unnecessary word(s)
PARAGRAPHING
_____ begin new paragraph
_____ no new paragraph
PENMANSHIP (Handwriting)
_____ handwriting Interferes with
communication
_____ avoid non-English symbols
WORD DIVISION
_____ divide words at syllable boundaries
_____ write as one word
_____ write as two words
WORD ORDER
_____ ^observe SVO Place Time word order
_____ Incorrect question word order
_____ Incorrect Included-question word order
_____ ^change word order as indicated
Robinnet (1972 cited in Walz, 1982 p. 35)
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APE>ENDIX C. 1
SAMPLE STUDENT COMPOSITION 
FIRST DRAFT
IdL.
\
-r} \Aj au-i /-o cZ ^  p ( o-i'/
o j .Ollt c^o-w-c-i
!^C orcicUL^ J·^
■S^~C^ \J c^u. C< i^ -d
U d.J> l/i w C^ o!uO(/\
, -J-i '^■J ^ / v 1  O·^
J-0 r ■^ 'i diM^  f C Q - c r  J-t'Oy^/ ^ 
j  (/1^ J-Q hLc •^ i^ O-t/i rlrui ^  fcP ^  ^  ' J  k-^
/rf i j  S'h-O/-^<J>i c,M.'cJ aj-
C olc/i •^ 'Iro^vc.l iA j i<Hyt- I
O k JU- 0 U.u . ^ M  ff T^ai
c/aj OfC/^ O C',<!.-^  г■'- Ai<..· -< Id- > '
u  d ti I t  ( d ··^' A o-c. >// /-K^ p (c L  tAe u j l^ j  U .
^ I  ^i ' ^  rJ ^fl7U · J i/L a
.!J
^  e J Lt I r .
( 7
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APPENDIX C.2
SAMPLE STUDENT COMPOSITION 
SECOND DRAFT
3  L/UaLL{ lc> p£iuOLLL(-aj2^·) ( X u M
(xdu QL·! oJ cctr
Ac'COv'chxAyi.O^ A o  i/lUL  ^ lAiL·{XJ) · i^ V/L-CX^ U.^
g d u CLLLAojyu ) . %  ^  (v\ •^)<3pLo_w
l l w u  i k a i ^  , e-icaLu.^lji o l ^
lU-Ort COvYtt-C^i-0.loU. ■jiu ii thli. 0 tu
JlctilctL fJ- 13 4 ^  s L o r k ^ I  a u o L  ■J'U- s a ^ t
tuccy lo U j U A U j i y ^  ^OIL '-'JiX.tOt
^  a cccu ry(^ o  !Xiг
Qcc<l-l^ o H/vjLr VuCLU-d  ^ ii-^iccui U^O
J y ^  ouiu <xu cl-o-^^ 3 “ , ^^(O-uLpliZ.^ ^ c u
c o l t i i  gxt' 0^4 oultcUy ..
(Ottr.
Ll'-LrCLi' i^Cb-Ci,
L  ¿1
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APPENDIX D.l
SAMPLE STUDENT COMPOSITION 
FIRST DRAFT
jc o
J fO h iT C i___feL)Q r^ Q rJ i.____ l.?\ }LC ^.___u j e  /n a f - t _____O' / o f - ____
__/hor^ .._an>d.--^ Q^ ~ s.^ Q^:y:LtS.-./J:>ad.-Qr.. ___
h ik .__SXriC/■ .6-tCi._„jLTu____ i O -  jG/0__Ouc~J}SZ^ Jl-,_________
_____s?b O'-JC_c Q i/r iu ^  fjichoO^h^y.. ...L·__ ^.csjcdapHc^ . a o^ .
__Of.____t t d -__3!^  __ w £___ Lye__LCL___Q U C -
h a (p ,r__ ¡_,^ £___¿d.-.. JX.u:— iODJ'JiS.^__rZ/l— o ^ __
jAc-acj/jaat_i^ gAScigvi— -g-g- :rJ:ic 6jxi pr.D.aL^ ct) ______
.— d-£c.b}
_¿at—Cf. .-f>.C^f>Lc:_£.ki>__¿:roueJJ.f'-.£i_____ :^ £.clCLa .. —
p / a r e f S j ^ k n t  S -\ m &  - l h a m  O 'O r· '/ / f i .<2______
■l· r o  <J<r lih^._.¿(LC£LiJS..<l..jlf...-(As. . l o r ^ ___________________
__t~gnr ^  f^ __Pon 'iA^.^oLQr ' l .h. Le__’tna.ac.UfnD__A c Ca.>i!r_C„d____
:_f<rzL..c-tfrje.oi.,. <2. Z/:aj(LjJjr.o^.^u.~.A. c  oc· J A  ____
__k os ..,.D.2.t. .. 2Arnc_dfso.c/^C!r'.tQOcS.._oc.d .cf.duPC'.hooe.s.i___ __• ^ ^ Peitx ^
....a S.-dOr^e.^ uZ..> —ptocz _. fgl--P:bL<>o_^ a'J..d-y: r_.,.
...Ad j c.ot-J. .c.koncc.. ...no. ^ .¿.k!^ '£.../..l c __oG J-.. .ZL4s2... _sSc:cio.a «iXy/
JLCz^ rd..,.^ AhSuC: , CO>~'.'.rQ. . . 
_.,.U-0 ..'Z 4.3 C__ 0 /C d .
iZfe.. ..^o ccicl c.. j'.se. JxPhoZ,
./.t~S r< a  —  ..d 'c  JC /2 j/ QC~h<zf.
„ilfovCZ/^— uy__P -/.O C C___ z a s  ^ O f S .  C / ^ ....jrA .2r·.
J k x i _  c J K r , ^ 1>C>/1 j o 00.7 ,.P J . '— jC .oa__ o O  .-iS S r . o o d . .^ .orv. .
. ...'-okcre /CjQi..c / O 'j wcr,',T._______ ___ _______ _—
. . ......<\o.. .•:k'.|?ii.· '^ ou-ji^ ka.ul ¿. ^ ______ ..............
^W(oV aiao^ V 'it
r., J k h e  compo3'i'( (0 0
iecoAc' ' (r ' 1
ftVi UA A^Si-S5 I
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a p p e n d i x  D.2
SAMPLE STUDENT COMPOSITION 
SECOND DRAFT
f ■; > ‘
/ -
c c / ^ t c / T /  o<tu<r/opfnQ
cJo,j /J-;^t 'CLf ±hz  tn > ^ r 0^
Our ■:lrjly if^z  <3n.c/ thcLu ^Ci'p^s_·,·: fn our ^>yi:S.
■.u '·  V s^ 1
ch'../ d :j
J
"7.'J>'Qrz,U)rt UCLn^dtS Of -ih(t ¿f^ ¡oroducbs 0^
w, . . . .
rndd uS * ^0 A c:
i~) th<r?r -i'JO! L t/O -''/ fAcy 0·!
r
zoo j'"'■■no k>q /3 /Qrui <2 CC.OjTii
?-Qf-
<J‘l > O ■'/:/ c h oosc.
e ihiL'j d ' i n ' t
'/ /0Oq 'j c  ci/'.OoO/') r~//(:.2 (i"0 'przu'J. iA0har> w e V'P
·-/ , fO ' j r  oz: ·■ / f/
■iO:'S^ 
f ?
f. ·«■i
0C''/")ic/c_ c-WC CAoSci . /t c.y vTy' rf-r^l.:
I ") / ;C> :> n >"''' >' / / '
'.! I-
“i' V Suo ^ '' I 'i.'·. ■ <’ 'J. ■inoFr- fsorroorj T 'QJ
hC_
■ roucf a ?,p hi„ir
ioizQ O'O/. ■.<■." :r\0''7 /· ·■.: ' k)her
A·.? ·.■ C O n  'l Q /ot t/^?nc/S ~1J—  d -
p/QnZ .  I f 'o a  ¿e". c>/^ OCC l ie  /)'t 6>y
Car -jQ'j c o n czuC LOn (1 n t/Ou rc 0!'· ■'
, ‘ ■{ r'^ )- C i>r· ■/ c n o o c c T O
V n i n  !i ■ '■'( · .17 /0 J/09 h ' J  Si 0 0 J^t f
r  1/ .' C/ -fOoti'O: ■ h-st M J  <2. " ( T O / T
3 ^
7 /-C CC jC U'' ·.· n-n;
/ /*(/<2
I s /'
>·,
I
//^. c’ c'0r)^ i: ^ ·^
чО " Фг OC7 5/ 5.'Ѵ/ . 1 yy... .. .. . JAo.
¿y* '"^/ // UrncTf^(fK?^0 -o^ O(¿ ~э^/ ÿ
A ' дчоф
r^hr^'^ld S^ (/7пУ"
^(/'^Z ü-p ,^pO JT;^. ' yo
f~=y -^.4D P\ff UQ " ■ ,
......... ........................ Ç/^^IVA' X<>
-f/ -sf^ oooiji^ (JÎP^Ÿ .. ·
r of)^ }Р^ІЦЧ . (ГЮГ^ -ΐ^φ-^^ϊ?Ρψ^ί>
'Ήρ '<Jjnr^y оу - oy ^ ^
■^é^'OXc^ ' -(^Z^y -^c/^ ^O-Z^hOOpO
.T¿ sjp^ ''~7^? - tA:> Г/ ~èSJUJj ' ' ~?^?.^A ' - -¿?.9 ■.—^Л.- 7J ' ί^-·^7 /i? 'Γ) ^ сцт npg^^beP --¿y- -p 070^__ Í
/-.¡ІОЭч~ Рр-уЭл<7->Р -'/¡P
' Çlf/Г)^^^ Jq -¿3V1
f.// ~^'/~y^/ con P os/p діхуо - - {
тФо-усолрруусУ 'УтОі/ pAVy -'.'У ' !ÿz 7
ілѵиа j,sHid
Noixisodwoo XNaanxs aidwvs
T*3 XIQNaddV
08
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APPENDIX E.2
SAMPLE STUDENT COMPOSITION SECOND DRAFT
po / v Q T ,  Crid 7 > % a d v o n  ¥ ^ о е з
M a v e (  f i o s  J/'s о с ( ^ о ! л - ^ е з
„ 2 ?  ‘h r f > s $ - £  ¿ l o ^ · *  j K . «
^ o s l e s ^ . ‘ ^ y  c^»' " "
/ ---- -.
c / i i c d - i o n - f ^ y ^  n s ---- 7 J  /
i b ± ^ 2 3 i ·  a r o s l ^ / ^ A ^ " ^  “i
/ A e  f h m  O'-» ^
d „ f . C d A A  Л  ' i  :n 7 7 / i
a//
d ' S o d v Q O
